
[Netherlands, Russia, Diplomatic Personnel] Senior Dutch diplomat beaten up in Russia – Agence France-Presse. (More context on the ongoing diplomatic incidents between the two countries from The Economist.)


[Slavery, Labor Practices] Mauritanian, Haiti, Pakistan top charity’s new global index on modern slavery – Associated Press. (Link to the full report from the Walk Free Foundation (pdf).)


[Philippines, Natural Disasters] Death toll from Philippines quake at 144, more people missing – Reuters.


[Egypt, Commercial Aviation, Internal Conflict, MANPADS] Rocket attack fear for flights to Egypt – The Telegraph, Agence France-Presse.


[Pakistan, Terrorism] Bomb blasts kill 10 in all four provinces – Agence France-Presse, Dawn.


[Libya, Terrorism, Sweden, Embassies] Car bomb damages Swedish consulate in Benghazi – CNN.

[South Korea, North Korea, Cybersecurity] NORKS cyber mayhem cost South Korea £500 MEELLION – The Register.


[China, Pakistan, Nuclear Power] China defends its plan to build nuclear reactors in Pakistan – Press Trust of India.


[Catholic Church, Germany, Finance] Finance scandal spurs German bishops to reveal secret funds – Reuters.


[Poland, Cybersecurity, Hacktivist Groups] Anonymous Leaks Large Number of Files After Hacking Poland’s Ministry of Economy – Softpedia.

[Italy, Commercial Aviation] Rome rides to the rescue of ailing Alitalia – Reuters.


[Turkey, Israel, Iran, Intelligence Agencies] Turkey blows Israel’s cover for Iranian spy ring – Washington Post.

[East Asia, Arms Transfers] *How dependent are East Asian states on arms imports?* – Center for Strategic & International Studies.